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In June 2014, an Austrian privacy activist issued a complaint to the Irish Data
Protection Commission (DPC). He argued that the NSA program PRISM, which
collected the online data of foreign targets from various communication
platforms, violated his privacy rights as a European citizen. The Irish DPC
referred the complaint to the highest court in the European Union, the Court of
Justice. The Court invalidated the Safe Harbor arrangement in light of the
revelations of the NSA’s data collection with PRISM. This case study will
examine the origins of the Safe Harbor agreement, the NSA’s PRISM program,
and subsequent invalidation of the agreement.
This case study was completed under the direction of Dr. Amber Díaz Pearson,
The Kenan Institute for Ethics.
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Introduction
In October 2015, the European Union Court of Justice invalidated a fifteen-year-old trade arrangement between the
European Union and the United States. This arrangement, known as “Safe Harbor” had allowed tech companies
based in the United States to transfer data associated with European consumers to the United States so the company
can serve the consumer. The Safe Harbor arrangement established a set of principles that would ensure United States
companies would protect European consumers’ data. The Safe Harbor arrangement set a minimum standard of
privacy protections accepted by the European Union and allowed the United States Federal Trade Commission to
oversee the enforcement of the arrangement in the States.
In June 2014, a young Austrian privacy activist, Max Schrems issued a complaint to the Irish Data Protection
Commission (DPC). Schrems argued that the NSA program PRISM, which collected the online data of foreign
targets from various communication platforms, violated his privacy rights as a European citizen. The Irish DPC
referred the complaint to the highest court in the European Union, the Court of Justice. The Court invalidated the
Safe Harbor arrangement in light of the revelations of the NSA’s data collection with PRISM. With Safe Harbor no
longer in effect, United States companies that serve European consumers now must meet the higher standard of
privacy mandated by European laws. As the companies’ business models rely heavily on data, the Court’s decision
has serious economic consequences for the US firms operating in European markets.
In February 2016, the United States and European Union created a new agreement, the E.U.- U.S. Privacy Shield, to
protect the privacy of European Union citizens as their data is transferred to American companies. The E.U.-U.S.
Privacy Shield created a higher standard of privacy protections (compared to the Safe Harbor standards) United
States companies had to comply with for their European Union consumers.
This case study will examine the origins of the Safe Harbor agreement, the NSA’s PRISM program, and subsequent
invalidation of the agreement.
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Origins of Safe Harbor
With the rise of the Internet and online-services like Google and Amazon in the 1990s, online and traditional
business began to use consumers’ personal data in providing goods and services. The European Union responded in
1995 with the Data Protection Directive, which provided a singe privacy framework for member states.1 Unlike the
European Union’s DPD, the United States has no central law regarding information privacy.2 Given the difference in
data privacy laws, there were concerns that the European Union’s new privacy protections could disrupt the
economic trade that relies on personal data.
To address the different privacy standards, the European Union and United States negotiated an arrangement
(though not a formal treaty), which created a set of principles and a framework for United States companies to
follow to join and remain in the U.S.-E.U. Safe Harbor program. As a member of the program, the company is
considered to adequately comply with the DPD. To satisfy Safe Harbor’s requirements, the company must either
join a self-regulatory privacy program or develop its own program, both of which must adhere to the Safe Harbor
principles. These principles required an organization provide an individual information and choice regarding the
uses of that individual’s data. Moreover, an organization must only use data for relevant purposes and there must be
enforcement mechanisms to ensure the companies comply with the Safe Harbor principles.3

NSA
In June 2013, the conversation surrounding individuals’ personal data abruptly changed. The Guardian and The
Washington Post published articles revealing the existence of the NSA’s massive data collection program, PRISM.
The NSA can access an individual’s data directly from tech company servers, specifically Microsoft, Yahoo,
Google, PalTalk, AOL, Skype, YouTube, and Apple, all of which publicly denied that the NSA had such access.4
Technology companies that provide a service online require some data to perform that task, whether personal
information about an individual’s preferences, IP addresses, or previous messages exchanged between individuals.5
That information is stored on company servers. PRISM allows the NSA, and the FBI in some instances, access to
that information through the company servers.
The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Amendment (FISA) created the PRISM program and a court to oversee the
program. The Foreign Intelligence Court (FISC) would issue warrants for the NSA to collect information.6
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However, the court’s actions were classified which prevented public accountability, and the Washington Post and
Guardian discovered the program’s processes were not standardized or predictable.
The NSA would request a warrant from the FISC to collect information on “targets,” foreign nationals who were
overseas. “Targets” would only exclude United States citizens, or citizens of close ally countries: Britain, Australia,
Canada and New Zealand.7 If the NSA discovers a “target” is a US citizen, the data is discarded.8
These warrants vaguely defined who constituted a target and allowed the NSA to collect information of individuals
who were distantly connected to a target. The NSA can collect data of anyone within three degrees of an online
connection to a target. If a target has 200 Facebook friends, there are over 32 thousand second degree friends and
over 5 million third degree friends.9 Therefore, the NSA could access up to 5 million other individuals in connection
to one target, this data was considered incidental to a target.10
Moreover, internal documents of NSA communications indicate that there was a “lower threshold for foreignness
‘standard of proof’” needed to satisfy the FISC. NSA analysts did not have to work hard to prove that a person
whose data was collected was foreign. In some circumstances, analysts could presume that chat list friends of a
known foreign national are also foreign.11
With this incidental data, the NSA would minimize identifying data of American, British, Canadian,
Australian, and New Zealander citizens. Minimizing data is equivalent to the NSA analysts masking the data to
protect the individual’s privacy. Even if the NSA did mask an account, there was still unmasked information that
could be traced back to the account with commercial level-access to information.12 Incidental data of any other
foreign citizen was not required to be minimized.
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The revelation of PRISM was shocking to European Union citizens. The NSA had access to foreigners’ data since
the majority of popular tech companies are based in the United States; since Safe Harbor permitted the transfer of
EU data to the US, the NSA could access that data from US technology company servers. The NSA could also target
EU citizens without a warrant (unless the individual was currently in the United States), and was not required to
minimize the incidental data of non-British EU citizens. Moreover, a European could not sue the NSA in an
American court, and did not have direct and obvious pathways for legal redress. The level of protection for EU
citizens, and foreigners generally, was practically non-existent.13

Safe Harbor Decision
A year after the public discovery of PRISM, Max Schrems, the Austrian privacy advocate brought a complaint to the
Irish Data Protection Commission.14 The Austrian lawyer argued that the export of his personal data to the United
States under Safe Harbor violated his fundamental rights as a European Union citizen.15 The NSA could access any
European Union citizen’s data transferred to the United States, and this is a violation of the privacy protections
required under Safe Harbor.
The Irish judge hearing the complaint referred the central questions of the complaint to the European Union’s Court
of Justice: given the claim that the laws and practices of the United States fail to adequately protect a EU citizen’s
data, does the Safe Harbor agreement still adhere to Articles 7, 8 and 47, (articles protecting an individual’s privacy
and private data) of the Charter of Fundamental Rights given?16
Originally, the Irish judge found, “that ‘national security, public interest, or law enforcement requirements’ have
primacy over the Safe Harbor principles.”17 The judge indicated that a United States company should prioritize
national security requirements, i.e. PRISM, above the Safe Harbor principles.
The European Union Court of Justice found that the data transfer program was, “beyond what was strictly necessary
and proportionate to the protection of national security.”18 Moreover, the Court of Justice found that the EU data
subjects had no legal means to address any violations of their personal data. The Court of Justice concluded that the
Safe Harbor agreement is invalid.
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Just as the news of PRISM had implications for the European Union, the invalidation of Safe Harbor has
implications for the United States. The decision created, “great uncertainty for (the) businesses” that used the Safe
Harbor framework for data transfers.19 Transatlantic data transfers are more costly and burdensome, and potentially
impossible, for companies with the invalidation of the Safe Harbor.20
The United States government was disappointed by the invalidation. The Secretary of Commerce, Penny Pritzker,
stated that the invalidation created “significant uncertainty” for both U.S. and E.U. consumers and companies.
Prtizker noted that the U.S. has worked with the E.U. to strengthen the Safe Harbor framework and privacy
protections. Pritzker also said the US was prepared to create a new framework with the EU.21
Despite the Secretary’s statement, companies remained concerned because the ruling is so broad that, “that any
mechanism used to transfer data from Europe could be under threat.”22 The companies were no longer sure whether
their practices were legal or not and whether they could face potential costly lawsuits. The companies could
potentially stop transatlantic data transfers, losing a significant portion of their consumers and thus profits.
Alternatively, the company could build data storage systems specifically located in Europe and for European
customers, which would greatly increase the company’s cost of operations and thus decrease profits. Almost any
action, including inaction, in response to the Safe Harbor, could potentially and probably decrease the company’s
profits.
The invalidation of Safe Harbor created even more concerns for smaller tech companies. The large established tech
companies, like Google and Facebook, could afford to create storage systems abroad or afford the legal costs of
potential action taken against them in Europe. The smaller start-ups could not afford to create new systems or legal
costs, or lose the access to European consumers.
Both the United States Chamber of Commerce and European business association, BusinessEurope, urged American
and European leaders to negotiate a new agreement immediately following Court of Justice’s decision.23
The new agreement is called the E.U. – U.S. Privacy Shield, which creates more opportunities for E.U. citizens to
seek legal redress and stronger connections between U.S. and E.U. agencies.24 As it currently stands, the E.U. – U.S.
Privacy Shield gives E.U. citizens multiple avenues to gain legal redress whether through the company or the U.S.
Federal Trade Commission or the E.U. Data Protection Authorities. The Privacy Shield also calls for an
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ombudsperson, who will follow up on an individual’s complaints, within the U.S. Department of State and
isindependent from national security services.25 The European Commission’s press release stated that the new
agreement, “restore(s) trust in transatlantic data flows since the 2013 surveillance revelations.”
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